S-PECS Series
S-PECS Series

Distinctive hourglass shape
ﬁts the hand

This distinctive bottle features a rounded hourglass form. The image
presented by the bottles changes depending on the angle of view.
This new series can be used in conjunction with the existing ECS Series
in PE material to develop a full line of products.
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* Material : PET / * Molding method : injection stretch blow molding

■

Easy to hold, easy to carry design

Rounded hourglass form makes the

The hourglass shape also

bottles easy to handle even for those

makes products easy to

with smaller hands. Especially suitable

pick up and carry when

for women's and baby care products.

sold in retail settings.

ECS Series
A series in HPDE material featuring the same shape in
capacities from 30 to 200 ml is also available. With the
range of materials and capacities on oﬀer, you can select
the ideal size and material to match the product concept
and formula.

Capacities : 30ml, 50ml, 60ml, 80ml, 100ml, 150ml, 200ml
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Custom bottle development
with Takemoto

With injection blow molding and the use of one of our existing
preforms, you can create an original PET container in your
desired design with only the development of a blow mold
required. As the blow mold is the only investment needed,
initial development costs can be reduced.
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